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T Stock market is considered too uncertain to be predictable. Many individuals have developed methodologies or models 
to increase the probability of making a profit in their stock investment. The overall hit rates of these methodologies and 
models are generally too low to be practical for real-world application. One of the major reasons is the huge fluctuation of 
the market. This paper shows how data mining techniques can be used in stock market analysis. We have taken dataset 
of one of the stock for its analysis.  We have implemented Apriori algorithm through Weka which generates best rules for 
analysis in stock market. 
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INTRODUCTION
The stock market is a non-linear, unpredictable system that is 
extremely difficult to model with any reasonable accuracy. In-
vestors have been trying to find a way to predict stock prices 
and to find the right stocks and right timing to buy or sell. 
To achieve this goal, the techniques of fundamental analysis 
as well as technical analysis are used.  Fundamental Analysis 
is based on the study of factors external to the trading mar-
kets which affect the supply and demand of a stock market. It 
mainly focuses on factors like technological invention, growth 
of the company, PE ratio, weather, government strategies, 
financial and political events and prospects of business. It 
strongly believes that by monitoring such factors for a stock 
market a state of potential disequilibrium of stock market con-
ditions may be recognized before the state has been reflected 
in the share price of the company. Technical analysts strong-
ly believe that the current price of company share completely 
replicates all fundamental information. As all the fundamental 
information is already replicated in the price, technical analysts 
consider the current price as the fair value and strongly believe 
that current price should form the basis for the research. It re-
fers to the various techniques that aim to predict future price 
movements using past stock prices and volume information. It 
is based on the assumption that “History repeats itself” and 
that future market directions can be determined by examining 
historical price data.

STOCK MARKET AND DATA MINING
Stock market is considered too uncertain to be predictable. 
Many individuals have developed methodologies or models to 
increase the probability of making a profit in their stock in-
vestment. The overall hit rates of these methodologies and 
models are generally too low to be practical for real-world ap-
plication. One of the major reasons is the huge fluctuation of 
the market. It is impossible to predict the future absolute val-
ue of the stocks on a daily basis.

Recently, data mining techniques and artificial intelligence 
techniques like decision trees, rough set approach, and artifi-
cial neural networks have been applied to this area. Data min-
ing refers to extracting or mining knowledge from large data 
stores or sets. Some of its functionalities are the discovery of 
concept or class descriptions, associations and correlations, 
classification, prediction, clustering, trend analysis, outlier and 
deviation analysis, and similarity analysis. Data classification 
can be done in many different methods: one of those meth-
ods is the classification by using Decision Tree. It is a graphi-
cal representation of all possible outcomes and the paths by 
which they may be reached.

Following the assumption of technical analysis that patterns 
exist in price data, it is possible to use data mining techniques 
to discover these patterns in an automated manner. Once 
these patterns have been discovered, future prices can be pre-
dicted. Today, the grand challenge of using a database is to 
generate useful rules from raw data in a database for users to 
make decisions, and these rules may be hidden deeply in the 
raw data of the database. Traditionally, the method of turning 
data into knowledge relies on manual analysis; this is becom-
ing impractical in many domains as data volumes grow expo-
nentially. The problem with predicting stock prices is that the 
volume of data is too large and huge. This paper uses one of 
the data mining methods; which is the classification approach 
on the historical data available to try to help the investors to 
build their decision on whether to buy or sell that stock in or-
der to achieve profit.

IMPLEMEMTATION OF APRIORI ALGORITHM THROUGH 
WEKA
First we need to load the dataset. This will be done in weka 
explorer window. Here, we have loaded dataset of one of the 
stock (Axis Bank) having 230 instances and 15 attributes. On 
the basis of information contained in this dataset, weka en-
ables us to find the associations or correlations between dif-
ferent attributes. As shown in the figure given below weka 
explorer contains various tabs at the top of the window. User 
can choose one of them according to his task. According to 
our requirement, we have to preprocess the raw data. Here, 
we have converted attributes from Numeric to Nominal type.

Figure 1: Preprocess Panel
 
As per our research is concerned we need to click on Associ-
ate tab. This window consists of various associations like Apri-
ori, FilteredAssociator and FPGrowth available in weka. We 
choose Apriori algorithm which results in following figure.
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Figure 2: Run Information of Apriori Algorithm
 
Best rules are generated as shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3: Run Information of Rules generated by Apriori 
Algorithm
 
CONCLUSION
Apriori is the simplest algorithm which is used for mining of 
frequent patterns from the transaction database. The purpose 
of reducing the number of scans of database to extract fre-
quent item set will be resolved in future due to our work is in 
progress for the same. We have tried to implement the Apriori 
algorithm for sufficient research work and also we have uti-
lized WEKA for referring the process of association rule min-
ing.
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